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Introduction
Those of you that may visit Norman Clarke Gunsmith in Rugby, England from time to time, may have noticed a green
Parker Hale prototype rifle (upper image) sitting on his rifle racks. The rifle had been there for years and whilst I had
considered purchasing it in the past, the prototype stigma put me off. That was until I acquired the Parker Hale GP24
(lower image) and my subsequent research highlighted that these two rifles were related.

CGP

GP24

For more information on the GP24, please see my separate report, however as the GP24 and the CGP where related I
now had good reason to go ahead and purchase the CGP. Like the GP24, purchasing the CGP incurred similar risks.
Purchasing a prototype rifle requires extreme caution, especially if the rifle never entered production as you have no
idea how much development has taken place, prior to the work ceasing. In a nutshell you don't know what wrong with
the rifle. Early and mid prototype rifles available on the open market are in essence for study by the collector or the
museum as they are unlikely to be suitable for shooting. Final prototypes or pre-production models are more likely to
be in a “shootable” condition as it will be at this stage in their development, that the rifles are being tested on the
range and being fine tuned ready for production.
The rifle shown above is serial No CGP002 and at the time of writing I am aware of two other prototype rifles. One is
part of the Small Arms collection at the Royal Military College of Science (RCMS) at Shrivenham, Wiltshire, England,
the other is in the National Firearms Centre, (Serial No CGP 001) which is part of the Royal Armouries in Leeds, England.
As far as I am aware the above rifle was purchased by Norman Clarke Gunsmith from Parker Hale Ltd upon it closure.
The rifle had been proofed and therefore could fire single shots, however it lacked any rearsight or scope mounting
system.
History
The Parker Hale CGP was a bolt-action rifle designed and manufactured by Parker Hale Ltd, Birmingham, England and
was designed for the British MOD Cadet General Purpose Trials in 1985. The rifle was one of six submissions for the
trials, which consisted of BSA Cadet, Ruger Mini 14, Interarms EX2, Heckler & Koch SL6 and the Enfield Cadet rifle
(L98A1). The winning rifle was the L98A1 Enfield cadet rifle, which was a single shot version of the standard British
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Army assault rifle, known as the SA80 or L85A1. The
reason for the L98’s success was it’s alignment with
the standard Army rifle, commonality of spare parts,
ease of maintenance, user & maintenance training
etc.
Upon loosing the MOD trials to the L98A1, the Parker Hale CGP was consigned to storage and possibly
the history books, until the changing fortunes at Parker Hale, saw it retrieved from the storage racks to act as the
foundation for the commercial GP24.
For those readers unaware of the British Cadet organisation, it is a national youth organisation sponsored by the UK
MOD and the British Army, with organisations in most UK towns. There are similar youth organisations, similarly
sponsored by the Royal Air force and Royal Navy. Adult staff are either ex military or trained by the military and the
organisations function and train along military lines. However, although sponsored by the Ministry of Defence, the
Cadets are not part of the British Army. The cadet age group is typically 12-18 years and therefore cadets are not
subject to military call up. Due to the military structure and training of the cadet organisation, many cadets go on to
join the armed forces in later life.
Initial range test
I am not a collector, I have to enjoy my rifles and that means from time to time they have to be taken on the range and
enjoyed. Unlike the GP24, the CGP was not fitted with any iron sights or scope bases, therefore once I had confirmed
the rifle to be safe, I headed of to the range to function test the rifle and shoot a few rounds using line of sight.
Studying rifle 0001 on the Internet, identified a specialised magazine which was possibly a single stack model.
However the original magazine had been lost at some point and had been replaced by a modified AR15 magazine,
consequently like my early trials with the GP24, I expected the rifle to misfeed. However I was wrong and the rifle feed
remarkably well. Having cycled a few rounds I was unable to find any further faults and therefore stopped firing , made
safe and returned the rifle to the workshop for further work.
Barrel & Muzzle Break
The barrel is a stepped design similar to that found on the GP24 and is 490mm long and is threaded at the muzzle for
a break. As the CGP’s furniture design is
different to that of the GP24, there is no
thread to secure the handguard midway on
the barrel. Whilst the muzzle break features
the pepperpot design, overall dimensions
are slightly smaller to that found on the
GP24. Rifle 0001 was not fitted with a muzCGP
zle break, which begs the question why was
this rifle, as muzzle breaks are not normally
fitted to small calibre military rifles.
GP24

A foresight block has been fitted which indicates a rearsight was to be fitted at a later
stage, similar to that used in the military trials rifle, however this rifle had no provision for a rearsight or a scope rail.
Internally the bore is in pristine condition and the rifling has a 1 in 8 twist, however barrels external finish is phosphate.
Fitting of the barrel is traditional, being screwed into the upper receiver and fitted between the barrel and the receiver
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Upper Receiver
The CGP upper receiver is a steel flat sided receiver which is 210mm long including the tang and to all intense and
purpose is the same as the GP24. It is a substantial, strong
component and I surmise that it is machined from a solid steel
ingot. It is secured to the lower receiver using a traditional
front and rear master screw. The front screw passes through
the lower receiver and secures into the recoil lug. The rear
screw passes through the stock’s pistol grip and into the
receiver tang.
CGP

GP24

The main difference in the upper two images between the
CGP & the GP24 is the magazine housing and the trigger
assembly. The CGP has a robust Mauser style trigger suitable
for a military environment, whist the GP24 has a fully adjustable Parker Hale match trigger.
The lower or under face of the receiver consists of the recoil
lug, the magazine recess and three lugs either side of the
magazine recess, which is common to both rifles. However
the CGP has an integral magazine housing assembly which
secures to these three lugs, where the GP24’s magazine housing is located in the lower receiver.
The right side of the receiver has equally clean and uncluttered lines with only the ejection port and the gas vent. The
bolt release/bolt stop is identical to both rifles and not surprisingly is located in the same position.

CGP
Looking at the bottom two images, the reader may notice
another slight variation. At the top of the receiver, the GP24
has a single angled profile, whilst the CGP has two. I am not
sure why this is, however, by having a single angled profile, the
latter GP24 has a single machine cut, therefore reducing the
number of machining operations.

GP24

At the rear of the receiver is the tang and in the top of the tang
is a channel which permits the passage of the bolt cocking
piece. To the right is the recess where the bolt handle engages
when the bolt is fully locked. I would also surmise that this
recess would also act as a safety lug should the locking lugs fail.

Unlike the CGP, the GP24 is fitted with a steel zero moa scope rail which runs the full length of the receiver and is
secured by two screws. As there was no means of sighting the CGP, I copied this scope rail and fitted it to the CGP.
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Bolt Assembly
The CGP bolt assembly is unique in Parker Hale terms as it uses rear and multiple locking lugs similar to that found on
the Steyr 69 rifle. With the exception of post war military target rifle conversions, all centre-fire Parker Hale rifles used
the Mauser style action and therefore the CGP was a major move away from this type of action.

CGP

GP24

The CGP is a
completely
new design as
the Mauser
bolt with its
large
front
locking lugs
and claw extractor would
not be practical in this type of rifle. The bolt face consists of a plunger ejector/extractor and
immediately behind the bolt face is the gas
vent. Along the left side of the bolt body is
the
channel
for
the
bolt
guide/stop/release, however despite being
a new design, the bolt shroud has many
visual similarities to the same part, found
on the US Springfield 1903 rifle.

Whilst I have made reference to the Springfield, this is because most shooters will recognise the name and the rifle,
however lesser known, is the Midland Rifle Company, which Parker Hale purchased in 1952 and in particular their
production of the Midland 1100 Rifle which utilised a Springfield bolt mechanism. It is from these rifles, that I believe
this bolt shroud was sourced.
Whilst the two bolt assemblies are virtually identical, the CGP has a robust military style flag safety, which is far more
suitable for its environment and is easier to maintain. In comparison, the GP24 still retains the guide for the flag safety
as can be seen in the lower image, but the catch cannot be fitted as the shaft has been blanked off and the safety is
fitted direct to the trigger mechanism. The shroud /firing pin assembly can be removed in the same manner as the
1903 model, by compressing the safety plunger located on the left side of the shroud as seen in the image above.
When the bolt is lifted, the firing pin is withdrawn and when the bolt handle strikes the cam on the receiver, primary
extraction takes place. As the bolt is withdrawn the extractor retains the empty case on the bolt face until the bolt
clears the ejection port and the ejector, ejects the empty case clear of the rifle. Continual rearward movement of the
bolt is arrested when the bolt stop strikes the end of the guide channel.
Forward movement of the bolt strips the next cartridge from the magazine, up the feed ramp and into the chamber.
On the bolt shroud, the shroud plunger is depressed, the cocking piece is retained on the sear and in the last quarter
inch of bolt travel the cartridge is fully chambered, the ejector is compressed, the extractor overrides the cartridge rim
and the bolt is allowed to rotate, locking the bolt into battery. With the bolt fully closed, the bent at the rear of bolt is
aligned with the cocking piece, therefore when the sear is released, the cocking piece/firing pin can move forward
under the influence of the firing pin spring and strike the cartridge primer.
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Magazine
If you study the CGP serial No 0001 on the Internet you
will notice a specialised single stack magazine, which was
not present when I purchased this rifle. However a modified AR15 magazine has been adapted and despite my
earlier misgivings concerning feed problems, the magazine functions well.
It may be that this magazine was always the planned
magazine, as it would make sense to employ an already
in-service magazine and reduce the added expense of a
specialised magazine.
Stock Assembly
The stock is manufactured from a robust nylon material, which I did identify, but stupidly lost the information
and cannot re-identify it. Initial tooling
costs for this type of stock design may
have been expensive, but production
stocks would have been relatively inexpensive.
The stock consists of the main stock
with an integral pistol grip and trigger
guard, the upper handguard, and an
adjustable recoil pad assembly using a
series of three interlocking spacers, which would have been
essential for young cadets. The stock had been painted with a
civilian green, rather than the MOD olive drab as found on the
trails rifle.
The stocks quality is not the best and whether this could have
been improved had the rifle gone into production, one can
only guess. However, had the rifle gone into production, the
quality would certainly have required improving as this particular stock is warped and binds against the barrel, potentially
reducing the the rifle level of accuracy. Towards the forend
the are porosity problems and this particular stock has been in-filled with a resin filler. I am told
there are strengthening ribs built into the stock, but I am unable to identify them and as you can
see from the vertical image, the butt also seems to be misaligned. However could this have been
a design factor as it can be seen in pictures of the other rifles. It certainly avoids the shooter
having to tilt his/her head to the right to align with the sights and may have been more suitable
for young shooters. However, left handed users may have found it more problematic.
The front band for rifle 0001, used on the MOD trials was specifically designed and differs from
this rifle. This stock was fitted with band from the 1903A3 Springfield, which is certainly a cheaper
option.
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Range trials
As can be seen in the upper image, the rifle received a major service, all the components where cleaned and as
discussed earlier, a scope rail was fitted that was an exact match to the GP24’s model. The horrible green paint that
had been applied was removed and the correct MOD olive
drab applied as per the 0001 trails rifle.
I like to collect rifles, but I am not a collector in the true
sense. This is a prototype rifle and in my mind it was being
built with the intention of being a production gun. Therefore it is my intention to see that concept through to a
successful conclusion.
Therefore I fitted a period Pecar 4-10x44 scope which was
more in keeping with the rifle’s age and headed back to the
range to zero, function test and to generally test the rifle.
Using 23 grains of N140 and Sierra 69gr bullets, I set about
zeroing the rifle. The rifle functioned without fault and in a
minimum of time zeroed the rifle and attempt my first
groups. Despite the distorted stock, the rifle achieved regular average groups of 25mm as shown. If the stock wasn't
distorted and didn't bear on the barrel, could this grouping
be improved. I think the answer would be resounding yes.
I continued shooting the rifle, assessing its various features. The muzzle break was fine shooting from the bench,
but as the pepperpot was 360°, shooting it prone would
have generated a lot of ground debris. With the stock
layout as it was, it seemed a little odd having the receiver
sitting more central to my face, however once I got use to
the payout it was fine.
Magazine changes where quiet normal, but having the
magazine release on the right, meant that you had to tilt
the rifle over slightly to see it or feel for it before releasing
the magazine. Bolt cycling was good and had that new feel
to it, which meant it didn't cycle quiet so smoothly as a rifle that was more “run in”.
The trigger was typically military Mauser and lacked the finesse of the match trigger found on the GP24. However that
is a not a criticism as one should expect nothing less from a rifle with this trigger configuration.
Remembering that this rifle was entered into MOD trials as a potential rifle for the cadets and therefore the three butt
spacers are essential for the younger shooter, However as a fully grown adult, the three spacers are a must and even
with all the spacers in place, the rifle feels more like a carbine. Again this is not a criticism, actually its a compliment as
the rifle is light, well balanced and handles well with the pistol grip stock, and therefore ideally suited for the younger
shooter.
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Summary
Even with the distorted stock this is a lovely little rifle to shoot and in my opinion it has huge potential for the
commercial market, however it came to late to save an ailing Parker Hale.

Reflecting on this rifles ability to win the MOD trial, together with the BSA contender, I feel as prototype rifles,
both would have had a mountain to climb. The Ruger Mini
14 and the H&K SL6 where tried, tested and successful
designs, already established in the market place and
therefore where placed to do well. Although I know little
of the Interarms EX2, my guess this design would have
been an outsider at best.
The L98A1 was a single shot version of an already in-service weapon, the L85A1 and therefore in my opinion was a
foregone conclusion. It simply had too much to offer, parts commonality with the L85A1, minimal training for
Armourers/instructors and as a package, must have offered considerable savings over the other entries.
From a personal standpoint, I don't like the “Springfield” parts but I can understand their inclusion and consequent
savings. Why Parker Hale went onto upgrade the design into the GP24 and another prototype rifle, I am not sure, but
had they “tweaked” this prototype into a production rifle, in my opinion, it would have made a fine rifle.
It was therefore not a surprise that during my research
for this rifle, I found an auction site in 2020 selling
another CGP that utilised the M85 style McMillan stock
with a longer barrel, that single stack magazine I had
mentioned earlier and with the Serial No CGP0005.
What a shame I missed the auction and therefore unable to bring three of these fine rifles together into a
single collection.
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